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“So what moves us when we hear copla? Are we weeping for them? Can we hear the residue of suffering in their performance, in the performance of a theatre of tears and sorrow – we don’t have to understand the lyrics – is copla the performance of woman’s deep seated cry of pain?”

“There are so many strong women characters, La bien pagá (The Well-Paid Woman) who doesn’t ask for anything and doesn’t take anything, the one in Tres puñales (Three Knives) who challenges and dares her abuser – the woman who takes pleasure in Ojos verdes (Green Eyes) and who lives her truth in Yo soy ésa (I Am That One) -my favourites, the singers who perform happiness and entertain in ¿Quien dijo pena? (Who Mentioned Sorrow?) but who also derive joy from singing in Vendedora de coplas (The Seller of Songs) or that formidable outcast, La loba (The She-Wolf), a woman who fights, who stands up for herself - inside she is destroyed but she is not a victim – which is one of the strengths of the women of copla”

A personal essay film on copla – a form of Spanish lyrical song which powerfully communicates emotion and the profound sadness of woman. The film combines Nina Danino’s interest in the female voice with archive and newly filmed performances. The film sets out to look for copla and the women and singers of copla as she narrates her own memory and experience of it.
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